**INSTRUCTIONS**

1. Blow up the balloon.
2. Once inflated, cover the outside with vegetable shortener.
3. Dip newspaper strips in water and smoothly apply them to the balloon to form the first layer.
4. In a bowl, create a mixture of 50% white glue and 50% water and use this to attach the rest of the paper strips. Make at least 3 full layers. Leave yourself several strips of paper and glue mixture for later. Let dry overnight.
5. Once the paper dries, pierce the balloon with scissors or your craft knife and remove the balloon from the center.
6. Use your compass to measure a large circle for the concave dish, starting from the hole in the globe.
7. Cut the circle out using the craft knife.
8. Using your extra strips of paper and glue mixture, patch up the hole on the opposite side.
9. Use a large paintbrush to prime the outside of the globe with black paint. Let dry.
10. Wrap the twine around the globe at the equator, and use a pencil to trace along the line.
11. Pierce the top of the Death Star with the craft knife and run some twine through the hole.
12. Use the twine as a guide to help you decorate the piñata using the grey paint to paint different panels.
13. After you paint the grey panels and let dry, you can paint smaller details on the piñata using the small brush and white paint.
14. Once that's dry, use your remaining glue and water mixture to lightly brush the grey sections.
15. Sprinkle your silver glitter over the Death Star to make it sparkle!
16. Paint the inside of the concave dish grey. Then paint two black circles, one around the outside and one around the inside. Add four black lines connecting the inner circle to the outer circle.
17. Using the black construction paper, cut and create a small cone, big enough to fit in the hole in the dish where the balloon was pulled out.
18. Use the hot glue gun to glue the cone into the dish facing out.
19. Cut out a 1 cm wide ring from the black construction paper, and hot glue it around the edge of the dish.
20. Pour in as much candy as you want!
21. Finally, glue the concave dish into place.

---

**SUPPLIES**

- 1 large balloon
- Black construction paper
- Newspaper cut into strips
- A sheet of cardboard
- A large bowl
- A low-heat hot glue gun
- A vegetable-based shortener cream
- Grey, black, and white acrylic paint
- Scissors
- A craft knife
- A compass
- Large, medium, and small paint brushes
- Silver glitter
- White glue
- Water
- A pencil
- Twine
- Candy!

---

**FIND MORE CRAFTS ON YOUTUBE.COM/STARWARSKIDS**
Separate all the wooden dolls and fasten them back together.

Paint a white oval on the front of the dolls for the porgs’ bellies. Be careful not to use too much paint to keep the halves from sticking together. Separate the halves slightly to make sure the paint doesn't glue them together. Let dry completely.

Paint the two orange areas on the sides of the porgs' heads, where the eyes would be. Let dry.

Paint the rest of the body grey. Use a dry brush technique around the orange parts of the doll for a more feathered look. Let dry.

Paint the orange section on the largest porg gold. Let dry.

Paint two white circles in the orange section on the head to mark where the eyes will be. Let dry.

Use a pencil to draw the nostrils and mouth on each porg, then trace over it with the black permanent marker.

Use the black permanent marker to draw the eyes on the smaller porgs. Let dry. Paint black glitter glue over the marker. Let dry.

Use either black enamel dot stickers or black permanent marker for the eyes on the largest porg.

Once all the paint and glue is completely dry, open and separate the dolls and place them open-side down on a surface.

Spray the dolls with a clear acrylic coating to seal everything in. Let dry.

Enjoy!

SUPPLIES
- Set of unfinished wooden nesting dolls
- Gold, light orange, grey, and white
- Acrylic paint
- Black glitter glue
- Clear acrylic spray paint
- Paintbrushes
- A pencil
- A black permanent marker
- Black enamel dot stickers (optional)

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Separate all the wooden dolls and fasten them back together.
2. Paint a white oval on the front of the dolls for the porgs' bellies. Be careful not to use too much paint to keep the halves from sticking together. Separate the halves slightly to make sure the paint doesn't glue them together. Let dry completely.
3. Paint the two orange areas on the sides of the porgs' heads, where the eyes would be. Let dry.
4. Paint the rest of the body grey. Use a dry brush technique around the orange parts of the doll for a more feathered look. Let dry.
5. Paint the orange section on the largest porg gold. Let dry.
6. Paint two white circles in the orange section on the head to mark where the eyes will be. Let dry.
7. Use a pencil to draw the nostrils and mouth on each porg, then trace over it with the black permanent marker.
8. Use the black permanent marker to draw the eyes on the smaller porgs. Let dry. Paint black glitter glue over the marker. Let dry.
9. Use either black enamel dot stickers or black permanent marker for the eyes on the largest porg.
10. Once all the paint and glue is completely dry, open and separate the dolls and place them open-side down on a surface.
11. Spray the dolls with a clear acrylic coating to seal everything in. Let dry.
12. Enjoy!

FIND MORE CRAFTS ON YOUTUBE.COM/STARWARSKIDS
**SUPPLIES**
- Wooden spoons
- Beige, black, and grey felt
- Pipe cleaners
- Velcro
- Black beads
- Scissors
- Low-heat hot glue gun
- Black thread and sewing needle (optional)

**INSTRUCTIONS**

1. Glue two black beads onto the wooden spoon about halfway between the tip of the spoon and where the handle meets the base.
2. Cut a tiny circle of black felt and glue it below the eyes for the mouth.
3. Cut thin “w” and “c” shapes out of the beige felt and glue them above and next to the mouth. These are the Biths’ respiratory folds.
4. Fold the black felt in half and cut out a long sleeve shirt, with the arms sticking out straight. Using the shape as a guide, cut out four more black shirts from the felt.
5. Wrap a pipe cleaner around the handle, giving your puppet two arms.
6. Using the beige felt, cut out five sets of hands.
7. Glue the shirts over the pipe cleaner and handle. To secure the shirts even more, sew them together using the black thread and needle.
8. Glue the hands at the ends of the shirts.
9. Use the felt and pipe cleaners to create fun looking space instruments!
10. When the instruments are done, stick velcro to the puppet’s chest and the back of the instrument and connect them together.
11. Lastly, put the puppets into a tall vase or pitcher for display.

Check out more activities like this one in *The Star Wars Craft Book!*
DOT-TO-DOT
Follow the numbers to complete the picture.
PLANETS OF THE GALAXY!

See how many Star Wars planets you can find in this word search!

M I G E E N F A L D E R A A N
E Q E O E D E I H O T H M X C
T Z Y U Z J Z W M A Q C U H U
S Y H T U C C G E O N O S I S
U N Q A C O R U S C A N T E X
B L O P O T T E A F S K A O N
C Z Q A T B E O J U U O F A D
Q I E U A E C D A G O B A H V
O X R M T S N Z E N D O R L D
H G E S O P A K A S H Y Y Y K
T T I O O I H J T O L O J T R
Y K A M I N O T B W Z R D F K
U V F K N F N I J D R C Y M Y
T X S B E L V H T J T C D N L
X R R K R A O K J I N A B O O Z

TATOOINE
DAGOBAH
GEONOSIS
UTAPAU
NABOO

CORUSCANT
KASHYYYK
HOTH
BESPIN
MUSTAFAR

ALDERAAN
KAMINO
ENDOR

Confused? Don’t be. Learn all about Star Wars in Star Wars Made Easy: A Beginner’s Guide to a Galaxy Far, Far Away...

www.dk.com
AVAILABLE NOW
FINGER PUPPETS

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Print the finger puppets on regular paper and cut them out. Be sure to cut along the dashed lines.
2. Wrap the tabs of one puppet around the puppeteer’s finger, and use tape to secure it.
3. Remove puppet from finger and repeat step 2 with the rest of the puppets.
FINGER PUPPETS

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Print the finger puppets on regular paper and cut them out. Be sure to cut along the dashed lines.
2. Wrap the tabs of one puppet around the puppeteer’s finger, and use tape to secure it.
3. Remove puppet from finger and repeat step 2 with the rest of the puppets.
MATCHING
Can you identify each character?
Draw a line from the picture on the left to the title on the right.
UPPERCASE and lowercase Lettering

Practice each letter by tracing the dotted line letters. Then, draw the letters on your own. These chunky block-style letters are a starting point for your dimensional hand lettering. If you like, you can use a pencil instead of a marker in case you need to erase or start over.

Your letters will look more polished and professional if you practice the skill of lifting your marker after straight strokes before creating the next stroke of the letter. Take your time and focus on creating clean individual lines.

Liked this activity? Find more in Star Wars Hand Lettering from Dreamtivity AVAILABLE NOW

© & TM 2020 LUCASFILM LTD.
Train with PRACTICE WORDS

Once you have mastered the alphabet, practice writing names and special words. First, trace the dotted lines. Then, create the words on your own on a separate piece of paper. Don’t forget to lift your marker between each stroke. This helps you focus on each individual line, which will ensure clean letters every time!

- Chewbacca
- R2-D2
- Jedi
- Yoda
- C-3PO
- Obi-Wan
- Leia
- Droids
- Darth Vader
- The Force
- Luke
- Rebels
- Boba Fett
- Death Star
- Jabba

Liked this activity?
Find more in Star Wars Hand Lettering from Dreamtivity
AVAILABLE NOW
Feel the Creative Force! Make a bold statement by customizing block letters with designs and patterns. Grab some blank paper and try your hand at adding color and shapes inside letters. The sky is the limit to your imagination. Make it far-out and fun!
DEATH STAR CAKE POPS

MATERIALS NEEDED:
- Baked cake (your favorite box mix)
- 1 can of frosting (your favorite flavor)
- Candy coating in black and white
- Lollipop sticks
- Parchment lined baking sheet
- Small ziploc bag or decorating bag
- Brick of styrofoam
  (or some type of cake pop display)

INSTRUCTIONS:

1 Bake your cake according to box instructions and set aside to cool.

2 Crumble your cake finely into a bowl, throwing out any hard edges that won’t crumble. Spoon in 1/2-3/4 of frosting and use your hands to mix it together with your crumbled cake.

3 Using your hands, scoop out small portions of cake and roll them into balls and place them on your parchment lined baking sheet. Once all your cake is shaped, pop them into the refrigerator for 20 min.
DEATH STAR CAKE POPS

4. Melt a mix of the white and black candy coating to achieve your favorite “Death Star Grey”. Save some black candy coating for decorating.

5. Remove 3 or 4 cakes from the refrigerator at a time to dip. Take a lollipop stick and dip the very top into your candy coating (it will act like glue to keep your lollipop stick in your cake), then insert your lollipop stick into the bottom of the cake. Dip your pop into the coating, submerging the cake completely. Try not to swirl because your cake may fall apart in the icing. Let any extra coating drip back into the bowl and set aside to dry.

6. Melt some black candy coating and let it cool to a temperature you can touch but before it’s a solid. Then put it in your decorating bag or ziploc bag.

    Note: if using a ziploc bag, cut a tiny hole at the corner of the bag. Instant decorating bag.

7. Using the black candy coating in your bag, decorate your dry cake pops. One filled-in circle for your super laser and little lines for texture.

8. Let dry and enjoy!

    Your Death Star cake pops are now fully operational and yummy.
Print on inkjet compatible shrink paper, cut out, punch holes where indicated, and follow instructions on packaging for baking instructions.
INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Print out and cut out all the pieces from page 1.

2. Use the cut out pieces to trace on top of the felt material with a thin marker then cut.

3. Assemble the HEAD as follows:
   - put the EYES, NOSE, TEETH, and MOUTH on top of the head.
   - use glue or double-sided tape to assemble.
   - place the FUR around the top like the image.

4. Assemble the BANDOLIER as follows:
   - glue down the BANDOLIER CLIPS on top of the belt.
   - make sure that BANDOLIER is facing up before gluing.

5. Assemble the FEET as follows:
   - glue TOES to the rounded side of the FEET as pictured.

6. Lastly, assemble the BODY:
   - glue BODY 2 to the middle of the MAIN BODY.
   - glue BODY 3 to the top of the MAIN BODY.

   Tip: MAIN BODY can be cut longer for a longer bookmark!

7. Glue BANDOLIER on top of the body once assembled.

8. Glue HEAD on top of body & BANDOLIER.

9. Glue the FEET behind the body as pictured, and you’re done!
Use these templates as a guide to approximate the color, shapes, and sizes of the polymer clay pieces you use.
INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Cut the shapes you see here referring to the template on Page 1 for size, color, and shapes.

2. Wrap the cloak around the torso.

3. Cut the hands and feet as shown.

4. Cut wedges to fit the ears in and start placing the face.

5. Shape the ears, head, arms, hands and feet to your liking.

6. Use a toothpick to make the pupils and add detail like hair. Get creative and make a staff or a lightsaber!